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Abstract

With the explosive growth of the number of transactions conducted via electronic channels, there is a pressing need for the develop-
ment of intelligent support tools to improve the degree and sophistication of automation for eCommerce. With reference to the BBT
business model, negotiation is one of key steps for B2B eCommerce. Nevertheless, classical negotiation models are ineffective for sup-
porting multi-agent multi-issue negotiations often encountered in eBusiness environment. The first contribution of this paper is the
exploitation of Web services and intelligent agent techniques for the design and development of a distributed service discovery and nego-
tiation system to streamline B2B eCommerce. In addition, an effective and efficient integrative negotiation mechanism is developed to
conduct multi-party multi-issue negotiations for B2B eCommerce. Finally, an empirical study is conducted to evaluate our intelligent
agents-based negotiation mechanism and to compare the negotiation performance of our software agents with that of their human coun-
terparts. Our research work opens the door to the development of the next generation of intelligent system solutions to support B2B
eCommerce.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of the number of transactions
conducted via electronic channels such as the Internet,
there has been an ever increasing demand to develop
advanced computational tools to streamline business-
to-consumer (B2C) and business-to-business (B2B)
eCommerce. Although most of the initial Internet-based
eCommerce was in the form of B2C, B2B now constitutes
a much larger portion of the overall eCommerce landscape.
It is widely believed that B2B will continue to grow and will
be the predominant means of doing business in the near
future [43]. Accordingly, there is a pressing need of apply-
ing sophisticated tools to enhance B2B eCommerce [17,32].
It is generally believed that the ‘‘Negotiation’’ stage is cru-
cial for B2B eCommerce since whether a transaction is
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profitable or not for an organization is highly dependent
on the outcomes from this stage [14,35]. This paper focuses
on leveraging Web services technology and intelligent agent
techniques for the development of automated negotiation
systems to streamline B2B eCommerce.

1.1. Background

By increasing the degree and sophistication of automa-
tion, B2B eCommerce will become much more dynamic,
efficient, and hence more widely adopted by organizations.
Intelligent software agents are promising to enhance the
degree of automation and sophistication of B2B eCom-
merce [15,17,34,53]. Software agents are encapsulated com-
puter systems situated in some environments such as the
Internet and are capable of flexible, autonomous actions
in that environment to meet their design objectives
[21,51]. The notion of agency can be applied to build
robust architectures for automated negotiation systems
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within which a group of software agents communicate and
autonomously make negotiation decisions on behalf of
their human users. It is believed that negotiation agents

can reduce human negotiation time and identify optimal
or near optimal solutions from combinatorially complex
negotiation spaces [15,27,29,31].

Negotiations are ubiquitous and conducted in various
contexts such as the formation of virtual enterprises
[17], marketing, establishing business contracts, managing
labour disputes [45], resolving border conflicts, handling
hostage crisis [50], etc. Negotiation refers to the process
by which group of agents (human or software) communi-
cate with one another in order to reach a mutually
acceptable agreement on resource allocation (distribution)
[33]. Given the ubiquity and importance of negotiations
in various contexts, research into negotiation theories
and techniques has attracted attention from multiple dis-
ciplines such as distributed artificial intelligence (DAI)
[24,26,45], social psychology [2,38,39], game theory
[37,48,42], operational research [10,18], and more recently
in agent-mediated electronic commerce [17,53]. Despite
the variety of approaches towards the study of negotia-
tion theory, a negotiation model consists of four main
elements: negotiation protocols, negotiation strategies,
negotiation environments and agent environments

[12,27,33].

1.2. Requirements of practical negotiation systems for B2B

eCommerce

Practical negotiation mechanisms for B2B eCommerce
must be computationally efficient. Therefore, negotiation
agents should be developed based on the assumption of
bounded rather than perfect rationality [33]. In addition,
since individual businesses have the freedom to employ
their own negotiation strategies and mechanisms to negoti-
ate with their business partners, it implies that a practical
negotiation mechanism should be based on a distributed
rather than a centralized decision making model. As an
agent (i.e., the representative of a business) only knows
its own preferences (utility function) but not the prefer-
ences of its opponents [21,11] in typical B2B negotiation
settings, negotiation agents must be able to make sensible
decisions based on incomplete and uncertain information.
Since B2B negotiations often involve multiple parties who
will exploit many issues (e.g., price, quantity, product qual-
ity, etc.) simultaneously, practical negotiation mechanisms
must be able to support multi-lateral multi-issue negotia-
tions. In particular, B2B relationships and interactions
should be modeled as integrative negotiations [14] (i.e.,
the cooperative process of resolving multiple interdepen-
dent but not mutually exclusive goals). This is in stark con-
trast to distributive negotiation in B2C where win–lose type
of negotiations are not uncommon. In short, the goal of an
automated negotiation system is to search for a win–win
situation efficiently given the specific preferences of the
participating human negotiators.
1.3. Contributions of the paper

To harness the full potential of eCommerce, particularly
B2B eCommerce, a new model of software is required to
enhance the degree and sophistication of automation in
the exchanges of B2B transactions. The first contribution
of this paper is the demonstration of the design and imple-
mentation of an intelligent agents-based negotiation Web
service to streamline B2B eCommerce. Although many the-
oretical negotiation models have been reported in the liter-
ature [16,25,41,42,54], these models have limitations in
supporting B2B negotiations. The second contribution of
this paper is the development of an effective multi-party
multi-issue negotiation mechanism which are based on
appropriate assumptions for B2B negotiation situations.
With the emerge of agent-mediated eCommerce, several
agent-based negotiation prototype systems have been
developed. Nevertheless, few empirical studies were con-
ducted to directly compare the performance of the autono-
mous negotiation agents with that of their human
counterparts. The third contribution of this paper is the
empirical study of our intelligent agents-based negotiation
system and a direct comparison between the negotiation
performance of software agents and that of their human
counterparts.

1.4. Outline of the paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 highlights previous research in the related area and
compare these research work with ours. The system archi-
tecture of the Web services and intelligent agents-based
B2B service discovery and negotiation system called
WSDNS is illustrated in Section 3. The details of our
multi-party multi-issue negotiation mechanism which guar-
antees Pareto optimal results are described in Section 4.
Section 5 reports the experimental results of the intelligent
agents-based multi-party multi-issue negotiation system. A
qualitative analysis of our empirical test results is con-
ducted in Section 6. Finally, we offer concluding remarks
and describe future direction of our research work.

2. Related research work

The Kasbah e-marketplace is one of the early attempts
at exploiting agent technology for automated negotiations
in eCommerce [35]. A group of buyer agents and seller
agents meet at the centralized Kasbah e-marketplace.
These agents proactively seek out potential buyers or sell-
ers and negotiate with each other on behalf of their owners.
The objective of each agent is to complete an acceptable
deal based on the user-specified constraints such as initial
asking (or bidding) price, a reservation price, a date by
which to complete the transaction, and restrictions on
which parties to negotiate with and how to change the price
over time. A Kasbah agent is restricted to exercising one of
the three negotiation strategies: anxious, cool-headed, and
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frugal, corresponding to a linear, quadratic, and exponen-
tial function respectively for increasing (decreasing) its bid
for a product over time. Unfortunately, the Kasbah agents
can only negotiate over the single issue of price. However,
B2B negotiations often involve multiple issues. Moreover,
the Kasbah agents can only act according to one of the
three pre-defined negotiation strategies which may not lead
to the optimal negotiation results. The negotiation agents
proposed in this paper can negotiate multiple issues at
the same time. Moreover, our agents can autonomously
search for a Pareto optimal solution in a multi-dimensional
negotiation space. Such a feature allows a win–win type
of negotiation process and is particularly suitable for
B2B eCommerce. Since our service discovery and negotia-
tion system adopts the Web services system architecture
and software development standard, an organization will
find it much easier to connect to our negotiation Web ser-
vice by invoking their own client application. This open
system architecture is a desirable for the development of
practical B2B system solutions, and it is in sharp contrast
with the proprietary protocol employed by the Kasbah
e-marketplace.

The Michigan AuctionBot is a general purposed Inter-
net-based auction server hosted by the University of Mich-
igan [52]. Sellers can create new auctions on AuctionBot by
choosing from a set of pre-defined auction types and then
enter their specific auction parameters such as clearing
time, minimum bid increment and whether proxy bids are
allowed. In general, a seller will set a reservation price after
creating an auction, and let AuctionBot manage the bid-
ders and enforce the bidding rules according to the chosen
auction protocol. One distinct advantage of AuctionBot is
that it offers Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
so that buyers can create their software agents to bid on
their behalf at the AuctionBot virtual auction house. Nev-
ertheless, as with other commercial auction sites such as
eBay (www.ebay.com), such an e-market only allows nego-
tiations over a single issue of price. Although these kind of
e-markets or auction houses are popular for B2C eCom-
merce, they are ineffective for B2B eCommerce where mul-
tiple negotiation issues are often explored. Our negotiation
system differs from the Michigan AuctionBot in that multi-
party multi-issue negotiations can be conducted. This fea-
ture makes our system more suitable for the B2B type of
negotiations. In addition, the proposed dynamic business
solution in this paper not only provides an effective B2B
negotiation mechanism but also supports business service
discovery and transaction processing.

MAGNET is a secure multi-agent marketplace which
supports a variety of types of transactions, from simple
buying and selling of goods and services to complex
multi-agent negotiation of contracts with temporal and
precedence constraints [20]. The MAGNET agents are
self-interested which attempt to gain the greatest possible
profits from their endeavors. In this sense, MAGNET is
more suitable for B2C eCommerce rather than B2B
eCommerce where cooperative negotiation behaviour is
possible. A MAGNET agent can take one of two different
roles: customer or supplier, and an agent can act as a cus-
tomer in one negotiation and as a supplier in another
negotiation process at the same time. To trade in the mar-
ket, a customer agent generates a plan which is a collec-
tion of tasks with time and precedence constraints, and
then submits one or more Requests for Quotes (RFQs)
to suppliers via the MAGNET market. Any supplier agent
who wants to bid will respond. After receiving the bids,
the customer agent decides which bids to accept. Finally,
the winning supplier agents execute the tasks included in
their winning bids. The MAGNET market administrator
mediates all communication among agents, and its trust
model is somewhat different from other on-line auction
system. Three standard cryptographic techniques are used:
a publish/subscribe system to provide simple and general
messaging, a time-release cryptography to provide guaran-
teed non-disclosure of the bids, and an anonymous com-
munication system to hide the identity of the bidders
until the end of the auction. As a whole, MAGNET is
only an e-Auction mechanism with enhanced security
facilities, whereas the negotiation system illustrated in this
paper can perform automated multi-party multi-issue
negotiations on behalf of individual organizations. In
addition, the proposed dynamic business solution provides
an open and scalable platform to automate and execute
each crucial business process with reference to the BBT
business model.

Rubenstein–Montano and Malaga have reported a
Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based negotiation mechanism
for searching optimal solutions for multi-party multi-objec-
tive negotiations [41]. Basically, a negotiation problem is
treated as a multi-objective optimization problem. Apart
from the standard genetic operators such as selection,
crossover and mutation, the GA is enhanced with a new
operator called trade. The trade operator simulates a con-
cession making mechanism which is often used in negotia-
tion systems. However, the main problem of their
particular GA-based negotiation mechanism is that the
preferences (i.e., the utility functions) of all the negotiation
parties are assumed available to a central negotiation
mechanism. Such an assumption does not correspond to
the reality often found in B2B eCommerce. Our multi-
party multi-issue negotiation mechanism discussed in this
paper does not assume complete knowledge about a nego-
tiation space. In other words, the preferences of the nego-
tiation opponent (i.e., a business partner) are assumed
unavailable to our negotiation agents. Nevertheless, the
proposed sequential negotiation mechanism can still lead
to Pareto optimal solutions if they exist in a negotiation
space. Moreover, our automated negotiation service is
based on the multi-agent system approach where each
agent representing individual business can make autono-
mous negotiation decisions. Our automated negotiation
mechanism represents a distributed decision making model
when compared with the centralized decision making
model presented in [41].
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Genetic algorithm has also been applied to learn effec-
tive rules to support the negotiation processes [36]. A chro-
mosome represents a negotiation (classification) rule rather
than an offer. The fitness of a chromosome (a rule) is mea-
sured in terms of how many times the rule has contributed
to reach an agreement. In order for the system to determine
if an agreement is possible, each negotiator’s preferences
including the reservation values of the negotiation attri-
butes are assumed known or hypothesized. Therefore, this
approach also suffers from the same common problem
found in the other negotiation models which assume com-
plete information about negotiation spaces. Our proposed
negotiation mechanism does not assume the availability
of the opponents’ negotiation preferences, and therefore
it is more suitable for the development of an automated
negotiation service for real-world B2B applications.

In many real-life negotiation settings such as business
process management and eCommerce, negotiation agents
have only limited information about their opponents and
limited computational resources (bounded rationality) to
deliberate solutions. Therefore, employing heuristic
approach to develop negotiation agents’ decision making
mechanism is desirable because it is impossible to predict
or specify equilibrium strategies at design time given the
above constraints. A fuzzy similarity-based trade-off mech-
anism is proposed to search for near optimal negotiation
solutions based on realistic assumptions [11]. Nevertheless,
the fuzzy similarity trade-off mechanism is demonstrated
based on a bilateral negotiation situation only, whereas
negotiations in B2B eCommerce often involves multiple
parties. The proposed negotiation supports multi-party
multi-issue negotiations typically found in B2B environ-
ment. The negotiation research reported by Faratin et al.
[11] focuses on a theoretical discussion and so a concrete
system implementation is not available. However, the
design, implementation, and evaluation of our business ser-
vice discovery and negotiation system is discussed in this
paper. In particular, our negotiation system is developed
based on the emerging Web services standard which
enables intra as well as inter-enterprises communication
and transaction processing.

Defeasible logic has been used to model negotiation
strategies based on argumentation semantics [9]. Different
classes of arguments are identified based on the notions
of strict arguments, defeasible arguments, and supportive
arguments [13]. According to these notions, a negotiation
agent can evaluate incoming arguments or generate new
arguments with various strength with respect to the
requirements of a particular negotiation situation. It is pro-
posed that defeasible rules are not only suitable for specify-
ing negotiation strategies but they are also useful for
expressing offers and counter-offers exchanged among
agents during a negotiation session. It is believed that by
enabling agents to exchange rules, instead of just exchang-
ing simple communication performatives, the flexibility of
the proposed negotiation protocol can be improved consid-
erably [9]. Nevertheless, how multi-agent multi-issue nego-
tiation is supported by the defeasible logic-based
negotiation system is not clearly explained in the paper
[9]. Moreover, the computational complexity of the defea-
sible negotiation system will be a major obstacle for its
application to real-world B2B eCommerce applications.
In fact, an implementation of the proposed defeasible
negotiation framework is not yet available. In this paper,
the design, implementation, and evaluation of the pro-
posed negotiation system is reported. The effectiveness
and the efficiency of the proposed automated negotiation
mechanism are evaluated based on our empirical study.

Zeng and Sycara [54,55] have developed a sequential
negotiation model called Bazaar which allows agents to
revise their beliefs about the negotiation environment and
the preferences of the opponents. The multi-agent learning
mechanism in Bazaar is underpinned by a probabilistic
framework which utilizes Bayesian representation and
learning. Although Bayesian belief network was proposed
to represent the uncertainty of a changing negotiation envi-
ronment, only an example based on naive Bayesian proba-
bility for learning single negotiation issue was given. In
their naive Bayesian learning model, it was assumed that
the probability distribution Pr(Hi) of the reservation price
of the opponent was public information. Moreover, it
was assumed that domain knowledge in the form of the
conditional probabilities Pr(o|Hi) describing the chance of
an offering price given the opponent’s reservation price
was available to the system. Nevertheless, such assump-
tions are generally not valid in B2B eCommerce where each
company tends to keep their preference information pri-
vate. Furthermore, their experimentation and the corre-
sponding illustration is limited to learning single
negotiation issue (e.g., price) involving two parties only.
The negotiation system discussed in this paper allows mul-
tiple agents to negotiate over multiple issues at the same
time. In addition, our negotiation mechanism does not
assume the availability of the opponents’ preference infor-
mation which tends to be kept private by individual busi-
ness in B2B encounters. Even without such information,
our negotiation mechanism can guarantee Pareto optimal
results if solutions do exist in a negotiation space.

Other negotiation models such as case-based reasoning
(CBR) [45], fuzzy constraint-based negotiation [23], belief
revision [30] and argumentative logic [25] have also been
explored to develop automated negotiation systems. How-
ever, these models either suffer from the lack of operational
semantics to conduct multi-party multi-issue negotiations,
computationally inefficient, or the lack of a concrete system
design and implementation. The negotiation mechanism
discussed in this paper is just able to alleviate all of the
above problems.

3. System architecture

Web services are emerging to provide a systematic and
extensible framework for application-to-application inter-
action, built on top of existing Web protocols and based
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on open XML standards [4,47,19]. Major software vendors
such as IBM, Microsoft, SAP, SUN and Oracle are all
embracing Web services standards [7,49]. We leverage both
Web services and intelligent agent techniques to develop
the next generation of dynamic eBusiness systems. In fact,
the design of our dynamic eBusiness solution is based on
a sound B2B eCommerce model called Business-to-Busi-
ness Transaction Model (BBT) [17].

With reference to the BBT model [17], B2B business pro-
cess can be divided into six important stages. The first stage
is ‘‘Partnership Formation’’ which involves finding the busi-
ness partners that provide products or services in a supply
chain as well as the forming of a virtual enterprise; the sec-
ond stage is ‘‘Brokering’’ which is the process of matching
sellers who supply goods or services to the buyers who
require them; the third stage is ‘‘Negotiation’’ where the
traders aim to reach an agreement about what actions
should be performed under what conditions; the fourth
stage ‘‘Contract Formation’’ marks the end of negotiation
and involves the agreed terms being put into a legally
binding contract; the fifth stage ‘‘Contract Fulfilment’’
refers to the parties executing the agreed transactions
according to the terms specified in the contract; ‘‘Service
Evaluation’’ is the final stage where traders evaluate their
satisfaction with the transactions so as to prepare for
another partnership formation in the future. The architec-
ture of our Web Service Discovery and Negotiation System
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dealers or the automobile manufacturers can connect to
WSDNS via the standard XML-based Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) communication standard [6,3].

3. If the service interface of the transactional Web service is
recognized by the software agent of the car dealer (i.e.,
the service consumer), connection to the transaction ser-
vice (Web Server 2 in Fig. 1) can be established immedi-
ately between the car dealer and the automobile
manufacturer (i.e., the service provider). If the Web ser-
vice interface is of an unknown type to the service con-
sumer’s agent, adaptation of the service interface will
take place before a connection is made. In this example,
the software agent of the car dealer can examine the cat-
alog of automobiles provided on the transaction server
of the car manufacturer once a successful service binding
is made.

4. After obtaining relevant automobile information from
the automobile manufacturer’s Web site, the car dealer
can start to negotiate with the manufacturer in terms
of the price of the automobile, the delivery time of the
automobiles, payment term, number of automobiles
shipped, etc. Both the car dealer and the automobile
manufacturer can obtain the service invocation informa-
tion of the negotiation service via the UDDI server.
After obtaining the relevant WSDL-based interface
specification, the client applications representing the
respective parties can consult the ontology server (Web
Server 3 in Fig. 1) to share a common set of negotiation
attributes. After such a hand-shaking process, the buyer
and the seller can start to negotiate by instantiating the
corresponding software agents on the negotiation server.
Once a consensus is reached, the respective agents will
alert their human users to confirm or reject the deal
via the desktop machine or a mobile device.

The roles of the various components of WSDNS can be
understood in terms of the traditional way of purchasing a
car. The UDDI directory service [46] is like the yellow
pages where one can locate a particular kind of business
(e.g., wholesale car sales). WSDL is an analogy of a pur-
chase order that specifies what information is required to
complete an order, and SOAP is the protocol that defines
a format for transmitting an electronic copy of the pur-
chase order. With reference to the BBT model [17], Web
Services provide the system standards and technology to
support the stages of Partnership Formation and Broker-
ing. The ontology service as well as the negotiation service
(i.e., an e-marketplace) can be provided by the service pro-
vider such as the automobile manufacturer or a trusted
third party such as a commercial bank. In either case, the
negotiation service is independent of the transaction pro-
cessing service to realize a highly distributed and scalable
system architecture. As a result, the run-time performance
of B2B transaction processing is optimized. Typically, the
transaction service is provided by the seller to advertise
product/service information and to support standard order
processing function.
Based on the Web services standard, discovery and invo-
cation of the negotiation service (i.e., entering the e-mar-
ketplace) is similar to that of the transaction service.
After a buyer (seller) identifies some potential sellers (buy-
ers), they can invite them to enter the e-marketplace with
automated negotiation support. Once a negotiation service
is successfully invoked, a negotiation agent will be instanti-
ated on the negotiation server (i.e., the open e-marketplace)
to conduct bargaining on behalf of the respective business
(the negotiation stage of the BBT model). However, before
negotiation can take place between a service consumer and
a service provider, the ontology server must be consulted
by all the negotiation parties to establish the common
vocabulary (e.g., the attributes used to describe a car deal).
In the proposed WSDNS system architecture, the negotia-
tion server, the ontology server, and the transaction server
are all implemented based on the Web services standards.
Such an architecture allows service consumers and service
providers coming from heterogeneous environments (e.g.,
various computer platforms and programming languages)
to be able to communicate with each other based on the
SOAP protocol. In fact, such an open system architecture
is crucial for the success of B2B eCommerce because each
company may operate under a quite different computing
environment, and there is no way to enforce that they must
use exactly the same computing platform and program-
ming language.

On the negotiation server, a negotiation agent will
inform their respective human negotiator to confirm a deal
or to quit a negotiation session after an agreement is made
or a timeout status is reached. If the human negotiators
confirm the agreement, the Contract Formation stage can
begin on the transaction server (Web server 2) where stan-
dard order processing function can be extended to lodge
and archive business contracts. The current system archi-
tecture of WSDNS can also easily be extended to support
the Contract Fulfilment stage and the Service Evaluation
stage of the BBT model. For example, both car dealers
(consumers) and automobile manufacturers (suppliers)
can connect to the transaction server to track the status
of purchase orders to verify if certain contacts are fulfiled.
Moreover, service consumers can send their feedback
about products and services to the transaction server for
further analysis by the service suppliers (Service Evalua-
tion). However, this paper will focus on the intelligent
agents-based automated negotiation service.

Our prototype system [28] was developed using JWSDP
– the Java Web Service Developer Pack provided by Sun
Microsystems. In particular, the Java API for XML Pro-
cessing (JAXP) and Java Architecture for XML Binding
(JAXB) were used to manipulate the XML documents
(e.g., the offers). The Java API for XML Messaging
(JAXM) was used to send messages over the Internet in a
standard format using the SOAP method calls. Essentially,
this is how the offer information is communicated between
our negotiation server and the client application programs.
The Java API for XML Registries (JAXR) was used by a
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client program to query a service registry to identify the
appropriate transaction services or negotiation services.

4. A Pareto optimal negotiation mechanism

A sequential alternate-offering negotiation protocol, a
variant of the monotonic concession protocol [40], is
adopted by the proposed negotiation agents. Automated
negotiation proceeds in a discrete series of rounds as
depicted in Fig. 2. In each round, each agent puts forward
an offer in alternate. If these offers overlap, it means that an
agreement is reached. If the offers do not overlap, negotia-
tion proceeds to the next round where the agents make a
concession. If there is no agreement after the deadline is
reached, an agent decides to quit and the negotiation ends
with a conflict. The optimal negotiation mechanism illus-
trated in this section is based on multi-attribute utility the-
ory (MAUT) [22] and is first discussed in [1].

A negotiation space Neg = ÆP,A,D,U,Tæ is a 5-tuple
which consists of a finite set of negotiation parties (agents)
P, a set of attributes (i.e., negotiation issues) A understood
by all the parties p 2 P, a set of attribute domains D for A,
and a set of utility functions U with each function U o

p 2 U
for an agent p 2 P. An attribute domain is denoted Dai

where Dai 2 D and ai 2 A. An utility function pertaining
to an agent p is defined by: U o

p : Da1
� Da2

� � � ��
Dan 7!½0; 1�. Each agent p has a deadline td

p 2 T . It is
assumed that information about P, A, D is exchanged
among the negotiation parties during the ontology sharing

stage before negotiation actually takes place. A multi-lat-
eral negotiation situation can be modelled as many one-
to-one bi-lateral negotiations where an agent p maintains
a separate negotiation dialog with each opponent. In a
negotiation round, the agent will make an offer to each
Fig. 2. An overview of th
of its opponents in turn, and consider the most favourable
counter-offer from among the set of incoming offers evalu-
ated according to its own payoff function Uo

p.

4.1. Representing offers

An offer o!¼ hda1; da2; . . . ; dani is a n-tuple of attribute
values (intervals) pertaining to a finite set of attributes
A = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}. An offer can also be viewed as a vector
of attribute values in a geometric negotiation space with
each dimension representing a negotiation issue. Each
attribute ai takes its value from the corresponding domain
Dai . Generally speaking, a finite set of candidate offers Op

acceptable to an agent p (i.e., satisfying its hard con-
straints) is constructed via the Cartesian product
Da1 · Da2 · � � � · Dan. As human agents tend to specify
their preferences in terms of a range of values, a more gen-
eral representation of an offer is a tuple of attribute value
intervals such as oi = Æ20 � 30 ($), 1 � 2 (years),10 � 30
(days), 100 � 500 (units)æ.

4.2. Representing negotiation preferences

While offer representation deals with the issue of repre-
senting the content of the potential offers, preference repre-
sentation is concerned about rating a set of potential offers
according to an agent’s specific negotiation interests. The
valuations of individual attributes and attribute values
(intervals) are defined by the valuation functions
UA

p : A 7!½0; 1� and U
Dai
p : Dai 7!½0; 1� respectively, whereas

UA
p is an agent p’s valuation function for each attribute

ai 2 A, and U
Dai
p is an agent p’s valuation function for each

attribute value dai 2 Dai . In addition, the valuations of
attributes are assumed normalized, that is,

P
ai2AU A

p ðaiÞ
e negotiation process.
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¼ 1. One common way to quantify an agent’s preference
(i.e., the utility function Uo

p) for an offer o is by a linear
aggregation of the valuations [1,44]: U o

pðoÞ ¼
P

ai2AUA
p ðaiÞ

�U
Dai
p ðdaiÞ.

4.3. Computing concessions and generating offers

If an agent’s initial proposal is rejected by its opponent,
it needs to propose an alternative offer with the least utility
decrement (i.e., computing a concession). An agent will
maintain a set O0p which contains the offers it has proposed
before or the offer to be proposed in the current round. In a
negotiation round, an alternative offer with a concession
can be determined based on:

9ocounter2fOp�O0pg8ox2fOp�O0pg : ½ox�p ocounter�

ox � p oy denotes that an offer oy is more preferable than
another offer ox. The above statement defines that the alter-
native offer ocounter is the most preferable offer from among
the set of feasible offers which have not been proposed be-
fore. The preference relation �p is a total ordering induced
by an agent p’s utility function U o

p over the set of feasible
offers Op. In other words, the feasible offers of an agent p

are ranked in descending order of utility driven by (�p,Op).
An alternative offer with concession is picked up from the
top of the list ranked by ð�p; fOp � O0pgÞ in a negotiation
round.

4.4. Evaluating incoming offers

When an incoming offer o is received from an opponent,
an agent p first evaluates if o 2 Op is true (i.e., the offer sat-
isfying all its hard constraints). To do this, an equivalent
offer o. should be computed. o. represents agent p’s inter-
pretation about the opponent’s proposal o. Once o. for o is
computed, acceptance of the incoming offer o can be deter-
Buyer Agent pB’s outgoing offers

in descending order of utility

oB1

oB2

oB3

oB4

oB5

Connections define the equivalent of
pS. The Pareto optimal solution is oB3

Fig. 3. Deriving a Paret
mined with respect to p’s own preference (�p,Op). An offer
o. 2 Op is equivalent to o iff every attribute interval of o.
intersects each corresponding attribute interval of o. For-
mally, any two attribute intervals dx,dy intersect if the inter-
section of the corresponding sets of points is not empty
(i.e., {dx} \ {dy} 6¼ ;). The acceptance criteria for an
incoming offer o (i.e., the equivalent o.) is defined by:

1. If 8ox2Op ox�p o’, an agent p should accept o since it pro-
duces the maximal payoff.

2. If o’ 2 O0p is true, an agent p should accept o because o.
is one of its previous proposals or is the one to be pro-
posed in the current round.

It can be proved that if each participating agent p 2 P

employs their preference ordering (�p,Op) to compute con-
cessions and uses the offer acceptability criteria described
above to evaluate incoming offers, Pareto optimal [40]
result is always found if it does exist in a negotiation space.

Definition 1. Given a negotiation space Neg = ÆP,A,
D,U,Tæ, a negotiation solution ox is a Pareto optimal
solution if it is impossible to find another solution oy such
that at least one agent will be better off
ð9p 2 P : Uo

pðoyÞ > U o
pðoxÞÞ but no other agent will be

worse off ð:9p0 2 fP � pg : Uo
p0 ðoyÞ < Uo

p0 ðoxÞÞ.

It should be noted that a Pareto optimal solution does
not necessarily lead to maximal joint payoff. Joint payoff
is defined as the sum of each agent’s payoff obtained
at the end of a negotiation session. Fig. 3 depicts how a
Pareto optimal result is derived according to our negotia-
tion model. With reference to the negotiation example
demonstrated in Fig. 3, the decision making processes of
agents pB and pS are illustrated in Table 1. The aforemen-
tioned sequential negotiation mechanism can be expressed
by Theorem 1.
Seller Agent pS’s outgoing offers

in descending order of utility

oS1

oS2

oS3

oS4

oS5

oS6

oS7

fers between Agent pB and Agent  

 which is equivalent to oS2.

Precedence of 
offer evaluation

o optimal solution.



Table 1
The decision making processes of agents

Buyer agent pB Seller agent pS

1 Generate offer: O0pB
¼ foB1g Generate offer: O0pS

¼ foS1g
Send out offer oB1 M Send out offer oS1

Evaluate oS1 \ O0pB
¼ ; Evaluate oB1 \ O0pS

¼ ;

2 Generate offer:
O0pB
¼ foB1; oB2g

Generate offer: O0pS
¼ foS1; oS2g

Send out offer oB2 M Send out offer oS2

Evaluate oS2 \ O0pB
¼ ; Evaluate oB2 \ O0pS

¼ ;

3 Generate offer:
O0pB
¼ foB1; oB2; oB3g

Generate offer:
O0pS
¼ foS1; oS2; oS3g

Send out offer oB3 M Send out offer oS3

Evaluate oS3 \ O0pB
¼ ; Evaluate oB3 \ O0pS

6¼ ;
Agent pS accepts offer oB3
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Theorem 1. Given a negotiation space Neg, if each agent

p 2 P employs the utility function U o
p to rank its offers

o 2 Op in descending order of utilities and then sends out

offers strictly according to the ordering (�p,Op), the first

overlapping offer among the agents is a Pareto optimum.

A formal proof of the Pareto optimal feature of the
sequential negotiation method can be conducted as follows:

Proof. Assuming that the sequential negotiation method
discovers the first overlapping offer (i.e., a solution)
(ot,ou, . . . ,oz) where offers ot,ou, . . . ,oz are equivalent
offers from agents pt,pu, . . . ,pz’s perspectives. If the
solution (ot,ou, . . . ,oz) is not Pareto optimal and there is
another deal (oi,oj, . . . ,om) which is Pareto optimal, this
Pareto optimal deal must satisfy the condition that
ðUo

pt
ðoiÞ 6 U o

pt
ðotÞÞ ^ ðUo

pu
ðojÞ 6 U o

pu
ðouÞÞ; . . . ;^ðU o

pz
ðomÞ 6

Uo
pz
ðozÞÞ is true because the offers are evaluated in

descending order of utilities by each agent pt,pu, . . .
,pz 2 P. However, the deal (oi,oj, . . . ,om) cannot be a
Pareto optimum according to Definition 1. h
5. The experiments

The simulated negotiation environment of our experi-
ments was characterized by multi-lateral negotiations
among two buyer agents (B1,B2) and two seller agents
(S1,S2). These agents negotiated over some virtual services
or products described by some attributes with each attri-
bute domain containing discrete values such as some natu-
ral numbers. The valuation of an attribute or a discrete
attribute value fell in the interval of (0, 1]. Each negotiation
case was developed based on the valuation functions UA

p ,
U

Da1
p ;U

Da2
p ; . . . ;U Dan

p , etc. defined for each agent p partici-
pating in the negotiation process. Each buyer (seller) par-
ticipating in a negotiation process was assumed to have a
product to buy (sell). For each negotiation case, an agree-
ment zone always existed since the difference between a
buyer and a seller only lay on their valuations against the
same set of negotiation issues (e.g., attributes and attribute
values).
As described in Section 4, the alternate offering protocol
was adopted in our system. At the beginning of every nego-
tiation round, each agent would invoke its own decision
making mechanism to generate an offer for that round.
The order of deliberation of out-going offers among the
agents was randomly chosen by the simulation controller
in each negotiation round. At the message exchange phase,
each agent sent the offer messages to its opponents (e.g.,
S1! B1 and S1! B2). After the message exchange phase,
the simulation controller randomly selected a sequence of
offer evaluation such as ÆB2,B1,S1,S2æ. Then, each agent
in turn followed the pre-defined order to evaluate its
incoming offers. For instance, with reference to the above
order, agent B2 would evaluate its incoming offers sent
from S1 and S2, then agent B1 would evaluate its incoming
offers. Each agent selected the best incoming offer (evalu-
ated according to its private utility function) as the oppo-
nent offer oopponent in a negotiation round. If there was a
tie, an opponent would be selected randomly by an agent.
If an agreement was made between a pair, they would be
removed from the negotiation table by the simulation con-
troller, and the remaining two agents would continue their
negotiation until either an agreement was made or the
deadline was due. Our negotiation sever was installed on
a PC with a Pentium-4 2.2 GHz single processor and
512 MB main memory. To avoid the communication over-
heads, all the experiments were conducted under an Intra-
net environment. Figs. 4 and 5 show the client interfaces of
a buyer and a seller respectively.

5.1. Experiment one

The objective of our first experiment was to evaluate the
general performance of the agent-based negotiation sys-
tem. Both the effectiveness (in terms of joint payoff) and
the efficiency (in terms of execution time in seconds) of
the system were evaluated. These agents negotiated over
some virtual services or products described by five attri-
butes (i.e., |A| = 5) with each attribute domain containing
5 discrete values represented by the natural numbers
Da = {1,2,3,4,5}. For each agent p, the size of the feasible
offer set is: |Op| = 55 = 3,125. There were six negotiation
groups with each group containing 10 negotiation cases;
each case was uniquely defined by the valuation functions
UA

p , U
Da1
p ;U

Da2
p ; . . . ;U Dan

p , etc. for each participating agent
p. For the first simulation group, each negotiation case
contained identical buyer/seller preferences (i.e., the same
weights for the attributes and the same valuations against
the same set of attribute values). Each case in the succeed-
ing group was injected a 20% increment of preferential dif-
ference between a buyer agent and a seller agent. The
negotiation deadline was set to 3125 rounds in this experi-
ment. If an agreement was not reached after the deadline
was due, zero utility was assumed for each agent.

The experimental results are depicted in Table 2. The
average execution time and joint payoffs of each simulated
negotiation group is plotted in Fig. 6. The execution time



Fig. 5. The client interface of a seller.

Fig. 4. The client interface of a buyer.
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of a negotiation case represents the time sent by the nego-
tiation server to identify a solution; it was counted after
every client had submitted their negotiation preferences
to the server (i.e., after every user clicked the ‘‘Begin Nego-
tiation’’ button). Since the buyer/seller agents in the first
simulation group were characterized by the same valuation
function, they were able to find agreements in the first
negotiation round. Therefore, the execution time of this
simulation group is the fastest among the other simulation
groups. It should be noted that the execution time of our
agent-based negotiation system only grew linearly with
respect to the increased conflicts (i.e., preferential differ-
ences) between the buyer agents and the seller agents. It
was also found that the automated negotiation system



Table 2
General performance of agent-based negotiation system

Group Preferential
difference (%)

Average
joint utility

Average negotiation
time (s)

1 0 2.30 1.13
2 20 2.87 2.31
3 40 2.88 2.67
4 60 2.41 3.12
5 80 2.56 3.13
6 100 1.93 3.22
Average 2.49 2.60
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was able to locate the Pareto optimal negotiation solution
in each negotiation case for all the simulation groups. In
other words, optimal joint utility was produced by the sys-
tem in the sense that it was impossible to find an improve-
ment (in terms of joint utility) without any one of the four
agents begin suffered from decreased individual utility.

5.2. Experiment two

Since our general hypothesis is that intelligent negotia-
tion agents can help human negotiators make better deals
faster, the second experiment was designed to test if the
proposed intelligent negotiation agents can identify negoti-
ation solutions more effectively (i.e., achieving higher pay-
offs) and more efficiently (i.e., reaching an agreement with
fewer negotiation rounds) when compared with their
human counterparts. The subjects involved in this experi-
Fig. 6. Average execution time and join

Table 3
Comparative negotiation performance (Agent) vs. (Human)

Negotiation case (Agent) (H

Joint payoff Time (Rounds) Jo

1 2.53 15 2.
2 3.06 8 1.
3 3.11 12 1.
4 2.17 14 1.
5 1.98 9 1.
ment are 20 postgraduate students. These subjects were
randomly chosen and they attended lectures in automated
negotiation for 2 weeks before the experiment began. The
subjects were divided into five groups with each group
comprising of two buyers and two sellers. The same nego-
tiation protocol used in experiment one was adopted for
this experiment. In each negotiation round, each human
negotiator delivered sealed-bid to the opponents only.
The order of evaluating incoming offers by the subjects
(negotiators) was determined by lottery that was com-
monly used in playing card games. If a subject found that
the incoming offer was acceptable, a deal was made and the
number of negotiation rounds for reaching the agreement
and the payoff obtained would be recorded for both the
buyer and the seller. The remaining pair in a group would
continue to negotiate until either an agreement was found
or the deadline exceeded.

As the negotiation space of experiment one was too
complicated for the average human negotiators, a smaller
negotiation space (|A| = 4 and |Da| = 3) was created. Five
negotiation cases were developed with each one simulating
the trading of some products such as computer, car, prop-
erty, etc. As in experiment one, the valuation functions UA

p ,
U

Da1
p ;U

Da2
p ; . . . ;UDan

p , etc. were created for each agent p in a
simulated case. Tables 4 and 5 depicts an example of the
valuation functions for the buyer (B1) and the seller (S1)
respectively. It should be noted that each subject knew only
their own preference since they were not allowed to
t payoff of simulated negotiations.

uman) Comparison

int payoff Time (Rounds) D Payoff D Time

02 22 +0.51 �7
98 25 +1.08 �17
68 16 +1.43 �4
89 33 +0.28 �19
33 24 +0.65 �15



Table 4
Valuation functions for attributes

Attribute UA
B1 UA

S1

Delivery time 0.2 0.3
Warranty period 0.3 0.2
Payment method 0.2 0.1
Price 0.3 0.4

Table 5
Valuation functions for the domain – warranty period

Dwarranty � period UDw

B1 UDw

S1

1 Year 0.1 0.9
3 Years 0.8 0.2
5 Years 0.9 0.1
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exchange the preference information. The deadline was set
to 81 negotiation rounds in this experiment. Each human
negotiation group was randomly assigned to deal with
one of the five simulated negotiation cases. The same set
of negotiation cases was tried by the intelligent negotiation
agents. The joint-payoff and the negotiation time (in
rounds) obtained by the agent-based negotiation system
(Agent) for each simulated negotiation case are depicted
under the (Agent) columns in Table 3. Similarly, the
joint-payoff and the negotiation time achieved by the
human negotiators are depicted under the (Human) col-
umns in Table 3. From Table 3, it is clear that the intelli-
gent negotiation agents are able to produce a higher
average joint payoff and consume fewer number of negoti-
ation rounds in each negotiation case when compared with
their human counterparts. Therefore, according to this
study, our general hypothesis is supported in the sense that
the agent-based negotiation system can identify better deals
faster when compared with human negotiators.
6. Discussion

According to the results of our empirical test, the pro-
posed negotiation agents can achieve Pareto optimal out-
comes in each negotiation case. The efficiency of these
negotiation agents are also satisfactory since they only take
2.6 s on average to reach a Pareto optimal agreement for a
moderately complex negotiation session. When compared
with other agent-based multi-party multi-issue negotiation
systems such as Kasbah [35], the distinct advantage our
negotiation system is that each negotiation agent can iden-
tify the Pareto optimal outcome which naturally leads to a
win–win situation in the e-Marketplace. Such a feature is
desirable in B2B eCommerce situations where mutual ben-
efits is the basis for long-term partnership. Another obser-
vation is that the negotiation time only grows linearly with
respect to the increasing complexity of a negotiation ses-
sion (e.g., the increasing conflicts between a buyer and a
seller). Such a feature is essential to develop scalable auto-
mated negotiation system for eBusiness.
The average joint utility reported in Table 2 is computed
based on a linear utility aggregation function often adopted
in automated negotiation research [1,36,44]. The limitation
is that the dependencies among negotiation issues (if they
exist) may not be properly captured by the linear utility
function. For example, while a buyer may prefer cheaper
price, they may be satisfied with an expensive product if
extended warranty period is available. Such a preference
relation may not be properly represented by the linear com-
bination of the valuations of the particular purchase price
and the warranty period. There was an attempt to employ
non-linear utility function to estimate negotiators’ payoffs
[5]. Nevertheless, the merits of such a non-linear utility
function were not empirically tested [5]. Further study
can be performed to utilize various classes of utility func-
tions to compute an agent’s payoff and empirically evaluate
the effectiveness of each class of utility functions. To make
a better trade-off between computational complexity and
computational efficiency for the development of practical
negotiation systems to streamline eCommerce, our current
approach is to make use of the efficient and widely used lin-
ear utility function [35,41,54,55] to compute an agent’s
payoff.

Even though computers are more efficient in carrying
out numerical computations in general, they may not be
as effective and efficient as human in approximate reason-
ing which is applied to solve real-world negotiation prob-
lems. Therefore, it is important to compare the
performance of our negotiation agents with that of their
human counterparts. In fact, previous research in agent-
based negotiation [5,35,41,54,55] has done little in directly
comparing the performance of automated negotiation sys-
tems with that of human negotiators. Furthermore, from a
previous empirical study in negotiation support system, it
was found that comprehensive automated negotiation sup-
port system did not reduce negotiation time when com-
pared with that of a primitive decision support system for
negotiations [8]. Therefore, our second experiment is
important. According to our findings, the negotiation
agents performed much better than their human counter-
parts. For instance, the mean and the standard deviation
of the negotiation time (rounds) consumed by the agents
are 11.6 and 3.05, respectively, in our second experiment.
On the other hand, the mean negotiation time and the stan-
dard deviation of the human negotiators were 24 and 6.12,
respectively. Such a difference is statistically significant
(e.g., p < 0.01). Apart from achieving better performance,
the negotiation agents’ performance was more consistent
(e.g., a much lower STD). However, there are limitations
of our second experiment. Since the human negotiators
are only college students receiving basic training in auto-
mated negotiation, they may not perform as well as the
experienced human negotiators. In addition, the second
experiment was structured as a game with the goal of opti-
mizing one’s self payoff. Therefore, the human subjects
might tend to spend more time to exploit the negotiation
space. Further experiments involving experienced human
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negotiators can help improve the internal validity of our
research.

7. Conclusions

Negotiation is one of the crucial stages with reference to
the BBT business model. Intelligent agent techniques and
Web services technology can be applied to develop the next
generation of dynamic eBusiness systems in general and
automated negotiation systems in particular. Since B2B
negotiations are characterized by combinatorially complex
negotiation spaces, tough negotiation deadlines and limited
information about the opponents, practical negotiation
mechanisms must be able to address these issues. The pro-
posed Web services and intelligent agents-based negotia-
tion system fulfils most of the requirements of practical
negotiation systems for B2B eCommerce because it sup-
ports multi-party multi-issue negotiations based on a dis-
tributive decision making model, and it can deliberate
Pareto optimal negotiation solutions with incomplete
information about the opponents. Our experiments show
that the intelligent negotiation agents outperform their
human counterparts in terms of increased joint payoff
and reduced negotiation time. Our research work opens
the door to the development of intelligent system solutions
to streamline B2B eCommerce. Future work includes the
improvement of the adaptiveness of our intelligent agents
so that they can take into account the changing negotiation
behaviour of their negotiation opponents during bargain-
ing. Moreover, non-linear utility functions can be explored
to see if they can improve the effectiveness of automated
negotiation systems.
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